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Executive Summary
Though a preoccupation with organized violence has dominated much of the
discourse on politics and development in Haiti, little research exists on Haiti’s urban
gangs and insurgent groups. This paper examines urban gangs through intensive

and residents of areas in which they operate. Drawing on a combination of qualitative
and quantitative methods, the paper sets out to examine whether Haiti´s gang-related
violence constitutes a “war” using criteria embedded in the Geneva Conventions.

views and experiences of armed group members and Haitian civilians.

Introduction
political dilemmas without being confronted with the specter of armed urban gangs.
These omnipresent groups are credited with overthrowing governments, silencing
the political opposition, preventing foreign and local investment, creating a nascent
2

While many narratives have been

advanced about the origin of Haiti’s armed gangs, most are similar in form and
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“[President] Aristide resorted to distributing weapons to youth groups

provided to defend Aristide also gave the groups the wherewithal
to commit crimes and dominate neighborhoods. With his departure,

There is scant
empirical

This narrative, as well as others describing the role and behavior of these groups,
has shaped the character of stabilization and development activities. Assumptions

knowledge about
the groups, their

the country´s internal politics. To “Political parties and politicians alternate between
overtly using armed urban gangs to distancing themselves from the groups entirely

composition, their
activities, or their
motivations and

the groups, their composition, their activities, or their motivations and few researchers

few researchers

have questioned members about their own identities and functions.

have questioned
members about
their own identity

literature as well as qualitative and quantitative analysis of data collected from

and functions.
the neighborhoods in which they operate. The paper starts by examining how armed

Before turning to the subject at hand, it is important to stress that the methods used
to collect and analyze the data presented in this paper include both qualitative

principal investigator. An extensive review of the literature in English, French and

or all of the results of the study have already been published, the paper refers the
reader to existing literature rather than re-explaining the minutia of the particular
research project.
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health outcomes in communities throughout the country. As part of this assessment,
hundreds of respondents completed in-depth qualitative interviews. Those
interviewed included current and former members of armed groups, victims of crime

of areas in which armed groups operate.
Standard protocols were followed for obtaining consent of those interviewed.
Interviews were conducted in a location of the respondent’s choosing and in their
language of choice. Transcripts and notes were translated into English and analyzed

popular zones conceive of gangs as “political associations,” “community groups,”
and most commonly, as “bases”. For its part, the specialized unit of the Haitian

groups in Port-au-Prince’s popular zones.3

cooperation with the ex-FADH, ousted Haiti’s president in 2004.

large parts of the country. At that time, though the ex-FADH groups remained separated from each other
armed groups, private militias and urban gangs in major cities outside of Port-au-Prince.

comprised of young people who never served in the Forces Armées d’Haïti. Thus, the fact that these
groups are referred to as the “ex-FADH” is somewhat misleading since only their leadership and a small

3

support the recreation of the Armées d’Haïti.
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Table 1. Armed Groups Currently or Recently Operating in Haiti
GROUP

CHARACTERISTICS

Urban Gangs such as
in the urban popular zones. These groups may or may not be politically
engage in small scale crime including violence against those perceived to
Tete, Baze Solino, Rat.

be a threat to their neighborhood, extortion from local businesses or street
social services to residents including assisting with medical care and burial
costs, paying tuition fees for disadvantaged children, garbage collection,
home repair, and the organization of social and musical events.

Ex-FADH groups such as
groups are nationally coordinated and leadership is comprised of former
soldiers. Recently ex-FADH groups occupied former military bases and

et la Reconstruction

other government properties throughout the country and operated training
Revolutionary Artibonite
Resistance Front,

they have access weapons and may advance into leadership positions.

Gonaives Resistance
Front/Cannibal Army4,
Group Zero.
Private Militias
names and a sense of group identity. Private militias may engage in
many limit their activities to security provision that is similar to - though more

occasionally advance into leadership positions.
Criminal Networks
usually regional or national and are often associated with wealthy and
powerful families. These groups are involved in both legal and illegal

they have access to weapons, advancement into positions of leadership
appears to be determined by familial ties.
4 Though rare, occasional armed urban gangs have joined larger insurgent groups. In this case, the
Cannibal Army, an urban gang from the popular zone of Raboteau in the city of Gonaives, made a public

4

alliance with the ex-FADH groups and joined the insurgency against the elected government of Haiti,
activity in mid-2004 and is no longer associated with the ex-FADH.
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Armed groups that are not
different way by the international community and the Haitian government. For

openly held armed marches, called well-attended press conferences denouncing
the existing government, and were allowed to present various demands to
representatives of the international community and the Haitian government, some

other insurgent groups involved in the 2004 overthrow of the elected government
are widely viewed as politically motivated insurgent organizations while urban gangs

types of armed groups is similar in some ways, notably their reason for joining the
5

Figure 2. Demographics of Rank and File Membership in Armed Groups
5

ARMED INSURGENT GROUPS
(N=88)

ARMED URBAN GANGS
(N=432)

Was a victim of a violent crime by a

Was a victim of a violent crime by a

To serve my country

To serve my community

Age
Gender

History of crime during
childhood7

Reason for joining the
group

of an insurgent groups during those years were older, better educated, and from higher socioeconomic
seen in militias and insurgent groups worldwide, within armed urban gangs, women played limited roles in

5

groups were much less educated than those in their age group.
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Figure 3. Place of Origin of Members of Armed Groups
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scale. An individuals’ locus
external with “internals” believing that their actions determine what happens and
“externals” believing that outside forces such as a higher power, chance or an

social learning theory which proposed that a combination of both environmental
An internal locus of

joining community organizations, and engaging in other forms of political and social
change.

believe that their actions could impact the world around them.

of violence or join a violent group, there are multiple other factors including social support, trauma

6
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Figure 4. Locus of Control of Ex-FADH Group Members10
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believe that their

Figure 5. Locus of Control of Gang Members11
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of ex-FADH groups.
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over time.12 In the early 2000s when armed ex-FADH groups launched an insurgency

insurgency was successful in early 2004, leaders of the interim Haitian government

During this three year period of political repression, membership in armed groups

violence. Crime, both that committed by both political actors and crime committed
by opportunistic criminals, increased. As shown through observations of Haitian
politics and empirical evidence demonstrated through survey research, periods of
democratic crisis are frequently associated with increased crime more generally.13

area decreased considerably.14

12 Bel Air and Delmas 2 are exceptions to this pattern. Both neighborhoods were targeted by a Viva

violence while using social action to improve the quality of life for residents and address institutionalized

14 A notable exception to the pattern also includes Greater Bon Repos. The demographics of this area,
when 400,000 displaced people were relocated to the nearby Corail IDP camps. Between December

8
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Figure 6. Percentage of males (18-29) in selected neighborhoods of
14
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Gran Ravine

Overall, the policy and research literature on armed groups in Haiti tends to be

empirical research conducted with members of armed urban groups in Haiti. As

as violence prevention and reduction interventions are carried out, they complicate
measurement of violence over time and they obscure the evaluation of public policy

assessments do not adequately account for the fast-changing social and political
dynamics or the impact that outside political forces and funder priorities have on the
location, targets and parameters of anti-gang interventions.17
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in the introduction is reinforced by the Haitian government, multilateral and
bilateral agencies, the media, and practitioners involved in providing security and
development support. Yet the stereotypes of gangs and gang members featured in

or volunteering full time in Port-au-Prince on community development and social

members of the political opposition by accusing them of “gang activity”. Though the

changed little between 2005 and 2010, the perception of gangs among those whose

representing increased frequency of mentions.

Figure 7. Words commonly used by development workers when describing
Haiti’s gangs (2005)
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Figure 8. Words commonly used by development workers when describing
Haiti’s gangs (2010)

heavy handed interventions can inadvertently harm innocent bystanders, alienate
residents, and contribute to marginalization of a given neighborhood within the

of violence and beheadings dubbed “Operation Baghdad” by the media and false

2007.20 Though “Operation Baghdad” and reports of beheadings were later revealed
to be rumor rather than an actual event, it is still widely believed by some to have
occurred and has even been the subject of an admittedly simplistic academic study.21
A similar situation has occurred, albeit on a much larger scale, with the Mara
Salvatrucha

22

This group differs from Haitian

of organization, but it has also experienced a similar shift towards organized crime

activities. In particular, journalists tend to see the group as an ultra-violent criminal

11
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connection.23 These misconceptions have led to heavy handed or “mano dura”
policing tactics that have, overall, been counterproductive instead increasing social
exclusion of marginalized persons and, paradoxically, fuelling the growth of gangs.24

groups, respondents encompassing members of armed groups, residents,

Figure 9. Characteristics of Armed Urban Gangs versus Ex-FADH Groups
EX-FADH GROUPS

ARMED URBAN GANGS

Primarily rural with some urban and
particular base

boundaries
One main leader who has trusted assistants

leaders
Current

Training, patrolling the streets,

Provides protection for neighborhood, crime

Activities

demonstrating, policing

including extortion, solves local problems for
residents

Origin

Higher

Created by members of the disbanded

Emerged naturally in poor neighborhoods

Haitian Army

where people felt threated and marginalized

Wealthy elite from a particular political

The group itself, the leader of the group,

Authority
Physical

residents of the area, funders
Army uniforms or civilian clothes with

Appearance

Similar in physical appearance and dress
to others of the same age group and

to be between 20-40
between 15-30
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Some arms, carries weapons openly at
times

Remuneration
for members
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Few arms, weapons rarely carried openly
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committed by armed groups in Haiti is not necessarily attributed to exclusively
political or economic motivations. Rather, it is often informed by a complex fusion
of the two, in addition to social factors. It is important, however, to recognize that
“politicized” actors – whether aligned to state or non-state interests – are often

membership in armed groups varies considerably over time and geographic location.
During periods of decreasing repression, membership in armed groups drops as
individuals move on to other forms of political participation, leaving leftover members
to turn to less ideologically-motivated activities, including crime. While crime overall

25

Violence committed
by armed groups
in Haiti is not
necessarily

community never actually turn to violence. However, the complex interaction of

amongst subsets of the population. In a modest attempt at examining why the

attributed to
exclusively political
or economic
motivations.
Rather, it is often
informed by a
complex fusion of
the two, in addition
to social factors.

hold violent youth accountable. Second, some youth see violence as their only option
for acquiring things they want or need. Third, youth in the survey pointed to violent
behaviors learned from adult role models as a contributing factor for their actions.

agent of violence and being a victim of circumstance prone to violence is very thin.
While the groups themselves evolve and the dynamics within and between groups
shift over time, so does the understanding of the groups and their role in society. As
Haiti experiences economic, political and social change it is not surprising that the

– a problem encountered in other countries as well.

It may very well be that in

only be distinguished by their current complexity and degree of integration within a

13
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in Haiti, gangs and
organized criminal
networks are not
mutually exclusive
and can only be

qualitative interviews examining their role in the development of their community
and their relationship with residents, the government, international bodies and one
another. A focus of the discussions was on whether or not hostilities during the post-

war”. Facilitators began part of the discussion by explaining how social scientists

distinguished
by their current
complexity

on current and recent conditions to evaluate whether the situation had at any point
approximated a gang war.

and degree of
integration within

“combatants” composed of at least two organized groups, states or other organized

a geographically
specific community.
another organized group or state. War is not new or accidental. War is a learned behavior
deliberately used to achieve a particular end. When human beings are able to develop
peaceful alternatives to war, it will cease to be used to resolve political problems.

War as violent activity with participants
War has alternately been described as a “state of being”, a “contest of wills” and
as a period time after which the intention to war has been declared.27 Interviewees
discussed whether in order for a situation to be considered a war, it must involve
actions or whether periods of political repression or a “war of words” that preceded

a series of events, some of which involve armed combat or the use of weapons

discussions included, but went beyond, international legal norms such as the Geneva

All interviewees agreed that wars needed to involve a high degree of violent activity.
While they agreed that the use of the term “war” to characterize ideological and
social campaigns is useful to raise political awareness. For example, when the
“political opposition is waging war against a group in the media by spreading

was some dispute over whether armed violence against those who were unarmed,

14
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They were at war. They were waging a war on us. But we didn’t have

time to respond… We can’t say that that year was a year of peace. It
was still a year of war.”
Other participants pointed out that urban gangs are often unarmed because guns

were unarmed, state actors still engaged in violence against the gang and their
communities.
“In 2003 and 2004 we didn’t have any guns. But the foreign military, the
police, everyone was doing a war on us. They came here, shooting all

when we didn’t and they used it as an excuse to massacre us.”

“I can say that for the year or two after [the February 2004 coup] we

war. It’s just a war that we’re going to lose.”

An oral translation of the Third Geneva Convention was provided to interviewees.

according to the laws and customs of war, is part of a chain of command, wears a

disagreement over whether gang members were combatants or not. Some gangs
followed a strict chain of command while others stated that their groups were more
loosely organized. Every participant agreed that gangs had leaders and those to

leaders and members of armed urban gangs pointed out that the chain of command
is often porous and that in all armed groups – both state and non-state ones – the

“We have always gotten money and political support from [name of

15

wealthy business owner]. So we are accountable to him. You can say
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“Sometimes we

that he’s at the top of our chain of command because all he has to do

don’t follow the

is call my cell phone and [closing phone] that’s it! I do what he wants.

customs or laws of
war. Sometimes we

his employee, someone is stealing from him, or there is someone in

steal. Sometimes
we don’t respect
the rights of the
residents [of this
zone]. But that

someone, but my boss doesn’t want to do that because it’s someone

we lie [to the businessman] or suggest another solution… In the army

doesn’t mean that

they had the same thing. A soldier answers to his commander but the

we aren’t fighting

commander might be friends with this general or that other politician

a war… We are
more likely to

really at the top of the chain of command.”

violate the laws
of war by doing

“A man is not a dog. We don’t have just one master. We answer to our

crimes against the
population when

happens with the guy above you says to do something and you have

we are in war than
during times of
peace.”

has this problem.”
Interviewees did cite a number of problems with the criteria listed in the Third Geneva

the laws and customs of war while some “combatants” in Haiti do not.
“If the police rape our women, that’s not following the laws of war. But
the police are the same as soldiers.”
“Sometimes we don’t follow the customs or laws of war. Sometimes
we steal. Sometimes we don’t respect the rights of the residents [of

population when we are in war than during times of peace. Sometimes
this is just what the circumstances call for and we are forced to steal
from the people.”

16

Police] those are the combatants we were at war against in 2005.
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Raped people. Kidnapped people. Tortured people. When they did

Do we say they are not combatants even though they have uniforms

“When the customs of war violate the laws of war, then I say it is still a
war.”
“Instead of saying it is a war because the soldiers meet this criteria, we
should say it is a war when the soldiers are doing military operations.
Because you can have an army that is in reserve for when you are

our army.”
One interesting discussion which came up with more than half of the interviewees
was whether private security companies hired by businesses and wealthy families,

Participants agreed that although individual people may be the ones engaging in
violence, they must be doing so on behalf of an organized group, party, nation or

terrorists or criminals, not soldiers. The debate emerged about whether individual
private security guards engaging in violence were combatants, even if they were not
acting within a group.
“A private security guard is a mercenary. He does whatever the
guy who hired him wants, even if it’s illegal. He is part of a chain of
command. He wears a uniform and he acts on behalf of the bourgeois.”
“When a company turns their private security into a militia to protect
their business interests, it is a crime. For a business to do violent acts
to protect the interests of the business, this is against the laws of our
country.”
“If we say that the private security hired by the business is not made
up of combatants what do we say when the business gives money to

people then they are both combatants.”
Interviewees were split over whether private security guards could be considered

17

designation of ‘combatant’. However, others pointed out that though the past year
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has been relatively peaceful in comparison to previous ones, that the groups are still

“public community security force” in contrast to the private security forces hired by

One young man

Accepting the designation of “combatant” is complicated by other issues as well.

defined his group

Interviewees pointed out that some gangs have complicated and formal methods

as a “public
community security

that interpersonal relationships and a high degree of trust is necessary for an
individual to be a member of a gang, leading to some uncomfortable situations in

force” in contrast to
the private security
forces hired by

members” by both residents and gang members, despite having the same function
and responsibility as group members.

businesses and
wealthy families.

numerous non-member residents provided services for the group including support

During interviews there was consensus among both residents and gang members
that such individuals are not members of the urban gangs, however, under Haitian

not agree that they were organized in the same way as an army and that they do not
openly bear arms. Some stated that they were organized for political change and that
the violence was used against their group, any responses were self-defense and that
the group itself was not organized with the purpose of committing violence or crime.

18

participants, has the habit of naming the boys after its own leaders and adding the diminutive “ti” to the
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Members of the
gangs are defined
by residents based

Residents of popular zones have a complicated relationship with armed urban
groups. Those that are more predatory inspire fear and disgust from residents while
those armed urban groups which provide protective, advocacy and social services to

on the behavior
of the group as a
whole rather than
on the purported
aims of the group

the movies. You have a problem with your business or some guy is

help you out. But you don’t want to get on their bad side either.”

or what the group
members say about
their objectives.

group as a whole rather than on the purported aims of the group or what the group
members say about their objectives. Gangs that have a political bent or history are

Gangs that have

comprised of “militants” while those which engage mostly in crime and intimidation

a political bent

are referred to as “criminals.” The term “bandit,” widely used in reference to people

or history are
comprised of

eschewed by ordinary Haitian citizens.

“militants” while

chimere’,” explained one Delmas resident, referring to the

those which
engage mostly
in crime and
intimidation are
referred to as
“criminals.

A ‘bandit’ in [the government’s] eyes is someone from the popular zones, someone
from the pro-democracy movement, someone that is a threat to the establishment, or

in jail without a trial. To call someone a bandit, used to mean they were criminal, but
now it’s a word that’s used so much against people who are not criminals, that it has
lost any meaning.”
When presented with the same material reviewed by members of urban gangs
who participated in qualitative interviews, residents overwhelmingly disagreed

were ordinary residents who were either criminals or were forced to defend their
neighborhood against real and perceived threats. The organized aspect of urban
gangs was minimized by residents who pointed out that gang leaders hold positions
of leadership because of interpersonal power relations, not because they are

though gang members may own weapons they generally own fewer weapons than
wealthy Haitians and they are often unable to bear arms openly because they don’t
have the funds or connections to obtain a gun permit.

19
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those using violence, and the intention behind the use of violence. Interestingly, all

the lawfulness of conduct in war. These two dimensions are independent, in that
an unjust war can be fought in accordance with the rules of just war and a just war
transpire in a way that violates the principles of just conduct in war. The justness of

those leading them.30 The criteria used to determine if a war is morally and legally
defensible is jus ad bellum. Jus ad bellum includes at least six separate criteria, each
of which must be met to be a just war – all of which were raised repeatedly during
interviews with gang members.

Types and severity of violence
The type of violence experienced by urban Haitians has differed in recent years, as
has the perpetrators. While police and non-state actors including members of exFADH insurgent groups were blamed for half of all murders and nearly a third of all

less than one per cent of sexual assaults in 2012.31 Port-au-Prince residents were

beaten by state agents, or accidently shot in 2012 than they were seven years earlier.

zones is becoming increasingly dangerous for residents, in large part because of an

32

In order to understand the reasons why this is the case, some context on the post-

30 Walzer, 2000.
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or lived in neighborhoods with lightly traveled streets slept in tents or under the

between buildings. The absence of a yard was one of the strongest predictors of

Those without yards were, in general, the city’s poorest and most marginalized
residents.

New gangs were

As households relocated to new neighborhoods, moved between various IDP camps,

formed and old
gangs split, created
new alliances, and
took over territory
formerly controlled
by other groups.

previously were protected from some types of crime by virtue of their residence in a
neighborhood where a particular gang was active suddenly became vulnerable to

where hundreds of thousands now live on an isolated and windy desert plain near the
city’s garbage dump.33

Boundaries which
had been solidified
by years of fighting,

alliances became porous.

negotiations,
threats and
alliances became
porous.

and resources into neighborhoods, often with little accountability or thought to how

of the community.34
associations and applied for funding from foreign entities. In one neighborhood a

was run entirely by a local gang. A leader of the group, who had previously been

a grant application, suggested that the gang created an association so they could

Because they used the money judiciously and spent little on administration, the group

to do in their contract.35

35 This information came from numerous community members and leaders as well as members of the

21

gang which secured the CFW grant. Given the surprising nature of this arrangement, the author requested
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Some gangs

However, not all groups and leaders were as responsible as the abovementioned

that had been
weak before the
earthquake became
stronger due to
covert relationships

often than not, mobilizing funds to people who used them well occurred by default
rather than design. The sudden surge of cash and access to resources gave some
groups -- both gangs as well as other community groups -- and individuals new

with corrupt NGOs
and development

the neighborhood or were a bridge between gangs and the rest of society were

workers,
emboldening
their members to
engage in violence
aimed at expanding
the group’s reach.

in violence aimed at expanding the group’s reach.

Proportional use of violence
According to jus ad bellum

costs the war will generate for the civilian population. And war should only be used
as a last resort, after all efforts at peaceful settlement have been exhausted and

and intervention by multiple actors. Strategies such as economic sanctions and

In interviews, members of armed urban groups overwhelmingly agreed that while the
use of violence should be in proportion to a threat against the group or its community,

Haiti is rarely proportional to the reality of the situation. One gang leader discussed

with the police anti-gang unit, and the gangs in the area of Bel Air. Reports from

was a gang when the application was submitted but that they became aware after the funds had been

22

because their program was “popular, successful,” and they “used the money they were given well.”
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to which the overthrown president belonged. After a number of bystanders were shot

and ammunition caches used by gang members against the police were hidden in
the neighborhood.
At the time, gang leaders publically stated that they were in possession of few

[another armed group] responded with violence and that started a

or out. They made threats against us in the media. They also made
promises of peace and municipal services if we turned in our weapons.
The problem was that in justifying the initial violence against [Bel Air]

against this is a lot more than they used against us. Say, for example,
that I come into your zone. And don’t have good relations. So you beat

need to go after everyone in neighborhood when we have a problem
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force as they want, that’s what they do. They have the strength to do it
so that is what they choose. Then, when the other side responds they
will use the maximum violence possible.”

The authority of those using violence
Jus ad bellum requires that those waging war must have the proper authority to do
so. This authority is often established through international institutions. An institution

can be construed as an attempt to circumvent establishing proper authority before
intervening.37

groups interviewed were in favor of non-state actors such as gangs, having the
right to initiate a war as long as they were organized and politically motivated while
less than 3 per cent of residents agreed with this assertion. Where the two types of
interviewees did agree was in relation to the authority that a gang exerts to protect its

than the gang has the authority to respond on behalf of the neighborhood.

Some

residents went so far as to call defense of the neighborhood a “duty”, and said

come in here shooting, [name of gang] has an obligation to protect us.”

security guards. They have to protect us. But if [name of gang] gets
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thieves. But they do have the right to defend us if we are targeted by
[the government].”

Intention behind the violence
According to jus ad bellum

whose lives would be lost without an intervention.

Intimately related to “just cause”

is “right intention”. Just wars are not for economic interest or out of revenge. Though
it is possible for a war to be waged for a just cause, but without a right intention, for
instance, when human life is in danger, but the intervening actors would not intervene
40

initiated when the intention is to save innocent lives.
“I only hurt people to protect my own people.”

because you get hot and you want revenge.”

war because it was for defense. Wars are about defending yourself,
your family. When people start something because they want [to
expand the geographic boundaries of the gang’s territory] that is not
defense, so it’s not a war. It’s greed.”
“It is only a war if you do it to better the lives of the people. A crazy

Weapons of war

when no solider ever sets his foot on enemy soil, is still war. So too was primitive

ones opponent.41
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supply used by your opponent’s military would also be an acceptable “weapon”

Individual gang
members often

Contrary to the assumption that members of armed urban gangs are actually armed,

weapons per member than those owned by upper income Haitian families.42

lack weapons
and gangs as a

initiated by gang members.43

whole possess
fewer weapons per
member than those

commonly carried by members to give the impression of being armed.

owned by upper

“I’m one of the old guys here. I’m 35 and I haven’t had a gun in ten

income Haitian

years. I lost my gun when I got arrested. I haven’t had once since. I

families.

don’t need one because I have the reputation of carrying a gun in my
pants… If I ever did need to shoot someone, I could go get a gun. But

have the money to buy one.”
“Once I pointed a [toy gun] at this guy and he handed me his wallet. I

[name of another gang] was invited to this [interview] so I brought it to

before I could come in. [laughter] It isn’t loaded. The bullets are pricey!
I have to pay for my boy’s school fees so I can’t buy any bullets. But
when he grows up I want to teach him how to shoot and give him my
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Though there

by 2013.44

will continue to
be debate about

all households are gun owners. Poor households and those in popular zones were

the definition and
characteristics

parts of Port-au-Prince.45

of Haiti’s armed
groups, it is still
possible to try

history of gang membership, and current membership in any armed group, and
gun ownership. People who are politically involved or have a family history of gang

to understand
causes, effects of
and alternatives
to armed urban
conflict.

middle or upper-income person of the same gender.

How do we understand the scope

Haiti’s armed groups, it is still possible to try to understand causes, effects of and

is still essential, but towards that end, so is an understanding how we can quantify

One place to start is with the themes noted in this paper. Residents, community

group and its relationship to the community and other groups, the types and severity
of violence used, the intention behind the violence and its proportion in relationship to

Comparing murder rates

43 There is, obviously, the possibility that some gun owners were not truthful. Survey respondents may
be reluctant to discuss sensitive topics or may appear cooperative but be dishonest when responding.
Because respondents were forthright in other segments of the interviews when providing sensitive
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consumes much of the group’s time and energy, opening the space for opportunistic
crimes by non-members against residents who are normally protected by the gang.
Household survey research has been successfully used to estimate crude murder
rates as well as to establish the frequency of perpetration by various groups, the
47

However, it is unclear how

many deaths are necessary to tip the scale from ordinary levels of crime to a state of

that is war.

It is unclear how
many deaths are
necessary to tip the
scale from ordinary

problem if a scholar wanted to research what causes wars to be more or less costly

levels of crime to a
state of emergency
or from a state of

only did they limit the deaths to those occurring among soldiers, but they also limited
the deaths to those as a direct result of combat.

prolonged conflict
that is not war to a
state of something

of the costs of war as do soldiers. Some estimate that as many as 100,000 civilians

that is war.

groups which preceded the overthrow of the government.

In 2010, for the second year in a row, more American soldiers committed suicide

50
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of war proposed in this paper only requires one death of a combatant. This opens the
door to further study of the true costs of war, study that won’t be limited by the bias in

Conclusions
Haiti’s armed

This paper explores the complicated and contentious issue of gangs in urban Haitian

groups are
heterogeneous
and despite

groups in Haiti’s social and political life. This paper set out to examine whether
Haiti´s gang-related violence constitutes a “war” using criteria embedded in the
Geneva Conventions and found that this question is impossible to address without

similarities among
the rank and file
membership,

motivations for urban violence.
Clearly, the narrative that has dominated the discourse on Haiti’s gangs is overly

motivation and
relationships –
both personal

dozen studies demonstrates the complexity of gang identities, roles, functions and
the impact on stabilization and development activities. The role of the media, political

and historic –
play a large role

to understand and address gang violence. In highlighting the scale and dimension

in motivating
individuals to be
active with and
within armed

violence to war.

groups.
and historic – play a large role in motivating individuals to be active with and

success of community violence reduction efforts, as well as the success of security
and policing efforts. The lines between groups are not always easy to distinguish and

access to resources of particular gangs has hampered stabilization and development
efforts.
The paper also notes that the perceptions, functions and activities of armed groups
change over time in Haiti. Efforts to establish democratic governance and the

of gang violence in urban Haiti, with membership in gangs and other armed groups
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increasing during times of government repression. It is important to note the shift in
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how they viewed themselves. The use of generic and all-encompassing concepts
such as “gangs” may obscure rather than reveal underlying motivations.
Armed groups in Haiti have comparatively sophisticated understandings of the
basic rules of war, even if not described as such. Indeed, there are established
understandings about the use of force, proportionately, authority structures and other
factors. The experience of such groups in Haiti forces us to revisit our understandings

experience that may apply more broadly to other settings described as “other forms
of violence”.
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